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Our recruitment team would like to get to know
you!

You are looking for a new job challenge? And you would like to work in the
exciting space sector? Don’t hesitate to contact our recruiters! They will give
advice and support you to find the job of your dreams.

We recently had some changes in our recruitment team and we are pleased to
introduce our new recruiters Schirin Schimansky (3rd from the left) and
Leandros Fonteinias (in the middle). Micheline Bélisle has left the recruitment
team and is now the HR Coordinator for our German branch, where she puts
her extensive HR experience to good use.

For all of them the best part of their work is connecting with people like you
from all over the world. Their passion is to support you to land the job of your
dreams and help you grow professionally.

What working for HE Space means
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Working for HE Space means being part of a family.

We asked our
colleagues: "what

makes HE Space unique
in your eyes?" The most
popular answers were:
team spirit, care for the

employees,
proactiveness,

innovation
and internationality.

Our colleagues are loyal
and stay with the

company for years. We
are proud of having so

many long-service
anniversaries to

celebrate. Though many
of our employees get a

permanent contract
from our customers and

they go with our
blessing.

For job seekers as well
as for customers such

as ESA, EUMETSAT, OHB
and AIRBUS, we are a
partner in excellence

because we offer
stability, reliability and
the highest quality in

staff support.

Astronautin – The First Female German
Astronaut



On 19 April the secret was disclosed. We are proud to announce the two
trainees who will begin their training to become the First Female German
Astronaut. Nicola Baumann and Insa Thiele-Eich were selected ahead of over
400 candidates. They made it through the whole year-long selection process,
including interviews, medical and psychological examinations and they
convinced a committee of experts.

Nicola (right) and Insa (left) will start their training in July this year, so that
one of them can fly to the ISS in 2020.

In sending the First Female German Astronaut to the ISS we will write history.
And you get the chance to be a part of it by supporting the financing of the first
training phase! Simply go to www.startnext.com/en/dieastronautin, make a
donation and choose your reward. We would also really like to encourage you
to spread the word and share the link! Current information about Die
Astronautin can be found on www.facebook.com/DieAstronautin/ .

SpaceBoard - Uniting the space community

We would like to introduce you to a
new initiative in the space sector. 
SpaceBoard is building a professional
network dedicated to the field of
space. SpaceBoard's mission is to
unite the space community within a
powerful online platform to encourage
interactions between all space
industry players and foster academic,
professional and business
opportunities. The interactive platform
is specifically designed to allow for
focussed interactions, facilitating the
exchange of knowledge among the
various players in industry and
academia.
spaceboard.eu/

HE Space live
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2 May Leadership Workshop, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
3 May Aerospace Women’s Day, Delft, The Netherlands
30 May – 1 June UK Space Conference, Manchester, UK
17 June Women & Work, Bonn, Germany

Check out our Star Jobs!

Here are our current Star Jobs!

Quality Management Consultant in Darmstadt
EO Future Studies Technology Development Engineer in Noordwijk
Galileo Services Engineer in Munich

Find herehere   all of our current vacancies.

Catch your dream job in space and send your CV to our international recruiters!
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